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The Dowling lattices based on finite groups are generalizations of the partition 
lattices. They form one of the two classes of modularly complemented geometric 
lattices. In this paper, we present a characterization of the Dowling lattices in terms 
of the existence of special bases and their weight functions. We show that the 
hypotheses of this characterization allow us to appeal to a powerful result of Kahn 
and Kung. A characterization of the partition lattices, II,, follows as a corollary of 
our main result. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTR~DUCTI~N 
The Dowling lattices are generalizations of the partition lattices, 17,. We 
briefly sketch the two steps Dowling used to describe this generalization. 
We refer the reader to Dowling [l] for a complete treatment of these 
lattices, and to Welsh [S] for matroid terminology, which we will find 
convenient to use. 
First we consider partial partitions. A partial partition of an n-set 
N= (1, . . . . n} is a collection of non-empty, disjoint subsets of N. Thus each 
partial partition of N is a partition of some subset of N. The partial parti- 
tions are ordered by refinement: for n, p partial partitions of N, rc I p (or 
n is a refinement of p) if and only if each block of p is a union of blocks 
of K. With this ordering, the partial partitions of N form a geometric lattice, 
denoted Qn. The partition of N into singleton sets is a refinement of every 
partial partition of N, and thus it is the least element of Q,. The greatest 
element of Qn is the empty partial partition - i.e., the partial partition with 
no blocks. Covers of a partial partition rt are formed in two ways: a I-cover 
is formed by deleting some block of rc, whereas a II-cover is formed by 
“replacing” two blocks of rr by their union and leaving the other blocks 
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unchanged. In particular, there are two types of atoms: a I-atom consists 
of n - 1 blocks containing one element each, and a II-atom consists of 
n - 2 one-element blocks and a single two-element block. It is easy to see 
that there are n I-atoms, and that these form a basis for Q,. From our 
description of covers, it follows that the rank of the partial partition rc is 
n - In/, where (~1 denotes the number of blocks of rc. We can associate a 
partition rc’ of Nu (0) with each partial partition rz of N by collecting the 
“unused” elements of 7c into a block containing 0 and leaving the blocks of 
rz unchanged. In this way, it becomes clear that Qn is isomorphic to I7, + i . 
We next consider bartial G-partitions. Let G be a finite group. A 
G-labeling of A EN is a function a: A + G. A partial G-partition of N is a 
collection of G-labelings 
al :A,+G,...,a,:A,+G 
for which the sets A,, . . . . A, form a partial partition of N. The partial 
G-partitions are equated in a “projective” manner: {a,, . . . . ak} is equivalent 
to {b,, . . . . bk} if each bj is a left G-multiple of some aj. An ordering on the 
equivalence classes of partial G-partitions is defined as follows. The equiv- 
alence class of partial G-partitions containing a1 : A, + G, . . . . ak: Ak + G is 
less than or equal to that containing b, : B, + G, . . . . 6,: B, + G if 
(1) {A,, . . . . Ak} I {B,, . . . . Bh} as partial partitions, and 
(2) whenever A,s Bj, then the restriction of bj to Aj is a left 
G-multiple of ai. 
With this ordering, the equivalence classes of partial G-partitions of N form 
a geometric lattice. This lattice is known as the rank n Dowling lattice 
based on G, and is denoted by Q,(G). In particular, the rank n Dowling 
lattice over a one-element group is the partition lattice IT,+ i : obviously the 
labelings in this case have little significance. Our observations about covers 
and the rank function of Q, carry over to Q,(G) with only minor moditica- 
tions to account for the labelings. Again in this setting, there are two types 
of atoms. A I-atom is represented by n - 1 labelings defined on distinct 
one-element subsets of N. A II-atom is represented by n - 2 labelings 
defined on distinct one-element subsets of N together with a labeling 
defined on the remaining two elements of N. Again, there are n I-atoms, 
and they form a basis for Q,(G). 
Dowling lattices are important for two main reasons. First, they give rise 
to a large class of non-representable matroids: Dowling has shown that 
Q,(G) is representable if and only if G is a subgroup of the group of units 
of a finite field. Second, Dowling lattices are modularly complemented. 
This aspect plays an important role in our work. 
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DEFINITION. A geometric lattice is modularly complemented if each 
element of the lattice has a complement which is modular. 
K. Bogart introduced modularly complemented geometric lattices in con- 
versations with J. R. Stonesifer that led to [4]. These lattices lie between 
the highly structured modular geometric lattices (a product of projective 
spaces and a Boolean algebra) and arbitrary geometric lattices. It is well 
known (see [3]) that a rank n geometric lattice is modularly comple- 
mented if and only if for each point (element of rank 1) there is a modular 
copoint (element of rank n - 1) not containing the point. We refer to this 
second formulation by saying that the lattice is atom-modularly comple- 
mented. 
The Classification Theorem of [2] shows that there are relatively few 
modularly complemented geometric lattices: 
THEOREM (Kahn and Kung). Any connected modularly complemented 
geometric lattice of Cfinite) rank at least four is either 
(a) a Dowling lattice over some group G, or 
(b) the lattice of flats of a subgeometry of the rank n projective 
geometry, PG(n - 1, k”), containing all the internal points relative to some 
fixed basis of PG(n - 1, ff). 
In part (b) of this theorem, k” is a finite (skew) field. The notion of inter- 
nal points, refered to in the theorem, is connected with the concept of 
weight, which is fundamental in this paper. 
DEFINITION. Let B be a basis of the geometric lattice L. An atom p of 
L has weight k with respect to B if k is the least integer such that p is in 
a flat spanned by some k elements of B. The weight of p with respect to B 
is denoted wtg(p). Atoms of weight less than n are called internal points 
with respect to B. 
An atom p is in the basis B if and only if wtB(p) = 1. Assume for the 
moment that p is not in B. Using a bit of matroid theory, let B, E B be 
such that B, u {p} is the fundamental circuit of p in the basis B. It is well 
known that BP is the unique subset of B of size wtg(p) having p in its 
closure, and that any subset of B having p in its closure contains B,. 
DEFINITION. Let B= {b,, . . . . b,} be a basis of the geometric lattice L. 
We say that an atom p depends on bi with respect to B if b, E B,. Otherwise, 
p is independent of bi. 
Recall that to coordinatize (n - 1 )-dimensional Euclidean space, thought 
of as rank n affine space, we choose n affinely independent points (a basis 
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in matroid terminology), choose one to be a zero point, and use the lines 
joining that point to the other basis points as our coordinate lines. 
DEFINITION. Given a basis B = {b,, . . . . b,} for a geometric lattice, we 
define the coordinate lines of B through bi to be the lines bi v bj for 
j=l ) . ..) i - 1, i + 1, . . . . n. 
1. A CHARACTERIZATION OF DOWLING LATTICES 
We now state our characterization of Dowling lattices. We will prove the 
characterization through a series of propositions. 
THEOREM 1. A finite geometric lattice, L, of rank greater than three is a 
Dowling lattice Q,(G), for some group G, tf and only tf there is a basis 
B= {b,, . . . . b,} of L satisfying: 
(1) all points have weight 1 or 2 with respect to B, 
(2) the coordinate line bi v bj contains at least three points for all 
i, j, and 
(3) tfp and q are non-basis points on distinct coordinate lines through 
bi, then the line p v q contains at least three points. 
PROPOSITION 1. The Dowling lattice Q,(G) has a basis satisfying condi- 
tions (lk(3). 
Proof Recall the I-atoms in QJG) from Section 0. It is straightforward 
to check, using appropriate definitions and results from [ 11, that these 
atoms form a basis satisfying conditions (1 k(3). 1 
Several comments are in order about this basis for Q,(G). It is easy to 
show that, if G is not the trivial group, then the I-atoms form the unique 
basis satisfying (1). Also, the conclusion of (3) fails whenever exactly one 
of p and q is a basis point. Similar statements will be made in Section 2 
about the partition lattice, which arises when G is the trivial group. The 
I-atoms form the “distinguished” basis refered to in Kahn and Kung [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Zf L is a geometric lattice satisfying condition (1) of Theorem 
1, then each non-basis point p lies on a unique coordinate line. 
Proof: From (1 ), p lies on some coordinate line. From our remarks 
after the definition of weight, this coordinate line is unique. 1 
LEMMA 2. Assume L is a geometric lattice which has a basis 
B= {b,, . . . . b,} such that all points have weight 1 or 2 with respect to B. 
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Assume that pj is a non-basis point on the line b, v b, and that pk is a 
non-basis point on the line bi v bk, with j # k. Let q be a point on the line 
pj v pk, other than pi or pk. Then q $ B and q lies on the coordinate line 
bj v bk. Furthermore, pi v pk is a three point line. 
Proof Since q 5 pj v pk I bi v bj v b,, and q is on some coordinate 
line, q is on one of the coordinate lines bi v bj, bi v b,, or b, v bk. Assume, 
for the moment, that q is on bi v b,. Then 
pjVpk=pivq=bivbj. 
Therefore pk is on the distinct coordinate lines bi v bk and bi v bj. Since pk 
is on a unique coordinate line by Lemma I, q is not on b, v bj. Similarly, 
q is not on the coordinate line bi v b,. Therefore q is on b, v bk. 
If pj v pk contained four or more points, say pj, pk, q, q’, . . . . then q and 
q’ are both on the coordinate line bj v b,. Thus, 
pj vpk=q v q’=bj V bk. 
But this would imply that pj is on the distinct coordinate lines bi v bj and 
bj v b,. Hence pj v pk is a three point line. 1 
It is worth noting that we can obtain the following corollary by a 
geometric argument similar to the usual arguments of projective geometry. 
COROLLARY. Assume that L is a geometric lattice and B = {b, , . . . . b,} is 
a basis of L satisfying conditions (1 t(3) of Theorem 1. Then all coordinate 
lines bi v bj contain the same number of points. 
Proof It s&ices to show that for any three distinct integers i, j, and k, 
we have Ibi v b,l I [bj v b,J. Fix a point pj on bi v b, with pi not in B. By 
Lemma 2, for each p E bi v b,, with p not in B, we get a unique point q on 
the line bj v b,, again with q not in B. It suffices to show that this map is 
injective. Assume that p corresponds to q in this way, and that p’ 
corresponds to q’. Thus {p, pi, q} and {p’, pj, q’} are flats by the last asser- 
tion of Lemma 2. Hence if q = q’, it follows that p =p’, proving that our 
map is injective. 1 
Returning to the converse of Theorem 1, our tactic is to construct a 
special collection of modular copoints which we will use to show that the 
lattice is modularly complemented. We can then appeal to Kahn and 
Kung’s Classification Theorem to complete the argument. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf a geometric lattice L has a basis satisfying conditions 
(1 t( 3) of Theorem 1, then L is modularly complemented. 
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Proof: Let b,, . . . . 6, be as in Theorem 1, and let 6, = b, v ... v b,_! v 
bi+l v ... v 6,. We want to show that 6; is modular. Note that since bi is 
a copoint, it suffices to show that if y Z$ bj, then y A hi is covered by y. So 
assume y g hi, and let Q = (ql. . . . . qh} be a basis for y. We may assume 
that h 2 2, and that Q has been chosen so that IQ n BI is maximum. We 
will produce a basis of h - 1 elements for y A ii. Producing this basis is 
easily handled in two cases. 
Case 1. bi is in Q. Assume q E Q - B. We claim that q is independent of 
bi. Once we have shown this, it follows that only one element of Q, namely 
bi, fails to be less than or equal to y A bi. The remaining elements of Q give 
us a basis of y A 6, having h - 1 elements. 
Now, if q I bi v b,, then bi v q = bi v bj. Thus bj could replace q, 
producing a basis for y with more elements from B, contrary to our 
assumption that Q has been chosen with IQ n BI maximum. 
Case 2. bi is not in Q. Assume qS, qte Q - B with qS I bi v bj and 
q, I bi v bk. We claim that we can replace one of qS and qr by another 
atom p, again giving a basis of y, with p independent of bi. Once we have 
shown this, we can perform this replacement sufficiently often to produce 
a basis for y having h - 1 elements less than or equal to 6,. 
If bj= bk, where qS I bi v b, and q1 I bi v b,, then qS v qt = bi v bj = 
bi v b,. This is impossible by the way we chose of Q. Hence, the coordinate 
lines bi v bj and bi v b, are distinct. Thus, by hypothesis (3), the line 
qS v q1 contains some third point p. From Lemma 2, p is independent of bi. 
Because qS v qr = qS v p =p v qr, it is clear that p can replace one of qS 
and qt. 
These two cases show that hi is modular. Since 6, I A4 $, (this meet is 
the greatest element, 1, if i= 1) and bi Z$ 6,, it follows that /GCihj $6,. 
Inductively, we obtain r( & s i6j) = n - i. In particular, r( &= 1 Jj) = 0. 
From this it is clear that L is atom-modularly complemented, and hence L 
is modularly complemented. 1 
Now we may complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf a geometric lattice L of rank greater than three has a 
basis satisfying conditions (1 b(3) of Theorem 1, then L is a Dowling lattice 
Q,,(G) for some group G. 
Proof. From condition (2), L is simple (i.e., indecomposable- 
connected, in matroid terminology). For if L = L, x L,, then any basis of 
L must have atoms of the forms x = (a, 0,) and y = (0,, 6) for a an atom 
of L,, b an atom of L,. But clearly then x v y would be a two point line. 
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From Proposition 2, L is modularly complemented. Thus the Classifica- 
tion Theorem applies. Among lattices in the Classification Theorem, only 
the Dowling lattices satisfy (1). Hence L is a Dowling lattice. 1 
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF PARTITION LATTICES 
THEOREM 2. A rank n geometric lattice L is the partition lattice IT,,, , if 
and only if there is a basis B = {b,, . . . . b,} of L satisfying: 
(1) all points have weight 1 or 2 with respect to B, 
(2) the coordinate line 6, v bj contains at least three points for all i, j, 
and at least one bi v b, is a three point line, and 
(3) ifp and q are non-basis points on distinct coordinate lines through 
bi, then the line p v q contains at least three points. 
ProoJ It is straightforward to check that the n partitions whose only 
non-trivial cells are { 1, 2}, { 1, 3}, . . . . { 1, n + 1 } respectively, serve as such a 
basis for ZZ, + i . 
Turning to the converse, the corollary of Lemma 2 implies in (2) that 
each bi v bj is a three point line. Lemma 2 implies in (3) that p v q is a 
three point line. 
For n = 2, the converse is trivial. For n = 3, we use the notation 
bi v bj= {bi, bjvpk}, where {i,j, k} = {1,2, 3). BY (3), (pl,pz,p3} is a 
line, and clearly bi v pi is always a two point line. This information allows 
us to draw the lattice very easily. When we do so, the isomorphism with 
Il, is evident. 
For n > 3, Theorem 1 implies that L is a Dowling lattice. Among all rank 
n Dowling lattices, the partition lattice l7, + , has the fewest points, namely 
(“:I). Note that (l), (2), and Lemma 1, imply that L has n+(;)=(“l’) 
points. Hence, L must be IT,, + , . 1 
In the case of the partition lattice we see that, up to permutations of 
{ 1, ..., n + 1 }, the basis we described at the beginning of the proof is the 
only basis of ZZ,,, I satisfying conditions (l)-(3). Again, the conclusion of 
(3) fails whenever exactly one of p and q is a basis point. 
We would like to point out a fact that plays an important role in many 
arguments about modularly complemented geometric lattices, and yet 
seems never to have been explicitly stated. A rank n geometric lattice is 
modularly complemented if and only if it contains a rank n subgeometry of 
modular elements isomorphic to a Boolean algebra. 
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